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MINERvA

 MINERvA is designed to study neutrino 
interactions on a variety of nuclei in the same 
beam

 Numerous “Low Energy” beam results 
published or soon to be published
 Most analyses focused on the tracker region

 MINERvA has completed its “Medium Energy” 
neutrino run and is currently taking data in 
anti-neutrino mode
 A much larger focus on the nuclear targets 2



Low/Medium Energy Datasets
 LE dataset has been (and continues to be) a rich 

dataset with many results
 Many inclusive and exclusive datasets using the tracker 

region
 Nuclear target results suffer from lower statistics but have 

provided important information
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Neutrino Exposure 
~3.3e20 POT

Anti-neutrino Exposure 
~1e20 POT



Low/Medium Energy Datasets
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Neutrino Exposure 
12e20 POT

Anti-neutrino Dataset 
~6e20 POT

But is expected to get to 
12e20

 ME data is at twice the peak energy, and (12x!)4x the 
exposure of the LE dataset for (anti)neutrinos.
 Look for nuclear effects – EMC, Shadowing …
 Look for major exploration of A dependence for neutrino 

and anti-neutrino interactions
 Expanded reach into kinematic regions deprived of statistics 



Analysis Matrix (ME Era)
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Nuclear Targets Tracker Ratios Absolute muon Pt,Pl hadron P,angle Transverse x,En, etc.
QE-Like
Charged Pion
Neutral Pion
SIS
DIS
Low Recoil
Inclusive CC

Nuclear Targets Tracker Ratios Absolute muon variables hadron variables Transverse x,En, etc.
QE-Like
Charged Pion
Neutral Pion
SIS
DIS
Low Recoil
Inclusive CC

QE-Like Nuclear Targets Tracker Ratios Absolute muon variables hadron variables Transverse x,En, etc.
Charged Pion
Neutral Pion
SIS
DIS
Low Recoil
Inclusive CC

1D Results

2D Results

>2D Results



Low recoil analysis

 Inclusive selection for events with
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Effect of 
MnvGENIE Tune
which enhances 
2p2h in specific 
q0,q3 regions

2 < En < 6 and  q3 < 0.8 GeV
Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 071802 (2016)



Low recoil analysis

 Inclusive selection for events with
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Questions:
• What about q3 >0.8 Gev
• What is the A - dependence
• What is the energy 

dependence of the 
enhancement

• Is 2p2h the only channel we 
should be enhancing?

2 < En < 6 and  q3 < 0.8 GeV



Extensions to the low recoil analysis

 Currently working on an expanded q3 reach 0.8 to 1.2 
GeV (limit of Nieves model)

 Using Michel tagged events, do we see 
 the same data excess
 Need for RPA-like reduction for resonant pion production

 An analysis using the nuclear targets would illuminate 
A-dependent effects

 MINERvA contained muons can extend measurement 
to energies less than 2 GeV

Work has begun for the first two bullets. 
Last two will be interesting to try 8

Would use the Medium energy dataset



CCQE-like, or CC0p

 Low energy dataset has provided many results
 Double differential results for (anti)neutrino
 Nuclear dependence on various targets and 

recently transverse variables in the tracker
 All have shown need for RPA, 2p2h, and MINERvA’s

measured enhancement to explain the data but 
each show some deficiency in the model.

 Where next?
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Expanded kinematic reach

 Expanded Q2 reach. Data sets are gigantic.
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> 10,000 signal events for Q2
QE

between 2 and 4 GeV2 in anti-
neutrino mode!

Can constrain FA uncertainties at 
high Q2 in both (anti)neutrino

We have mature analyses. Working on handling higher Q2 selection



Electron CCQE-like

 Mature analysis taking off from the LE result
 Improved statistics
 Looking at expanding this result to a more 

inclusive style analysis
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Nuclear targets
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Xianguo Lu, JETP Seminar, March 2nd 2018

 Would love to see the transverse variable 
analysis on different nuclei



Nuclear targets

 Large dataset means double differential results 
are likely possible for selections involving single 
tracks.
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What about pions

 MINERvA has a mature p- analysis using the LE 
dataset
 This completes all the pion channels using our 

tracker in the low energy dataset

 MINERvA has a mature double transverse 
variable analysis looking at p0+p states
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What do the pions say?

 FSI was a big part of the message with the LE 
pion results – enhanced statistics allow for that 
message to continue into the nuclear targets
 MINERvA has a mature charged pion analysis using 

the nuclear target region
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That’s only ~8% of the datasets in that plot!



What do the pions say?

 Coherent pion production in the nuclear target 
region is made available with the large dataset

 Double transverse variables using events from 
the nuclear targets
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Deep Inelastic Scattering

 Medium energy dataset is situated to enhance 
our previous measurement
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Projected statistical error for 12e20 POT exposure



Deep Inelastic Scattering
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Projected statistical error for 12e20 POT exposure

Phys. Rev. D 93, 071101 (2016)

Statistical uncertainty will be 
dramatically decreased for the next 
generation measurement



Deep Inelastic Scattering
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Projected statistical error for 12e20 exposure

Should have a data set of sufficient 
size to further investigate 
(anti)shadowing and EMC effect 
regions using Carbon, Iron, and 
Lead targets



Next generation DIS

 In addition to enhanced statistics the analysis 
technique is improved

 DIS analyses are the first within MINERvA to 
use machine learning in their selection
 Used to more successfully identify the vertex of the 

interaction
 Improves the selection efficiency while also 

reducing the background

 MINERvA has a mature analysis working its way 
to completion
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Example
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Humans and machines alike would say “Here”



Other Reconstruction 
Enhancements

 Forward tracking into MINOS
 More efficient at low momenta due to not 

requiring a MINOS track

 Neutron reconstruction
 Two algorithms with different performance in 

development – See Tejin Cai’s talk this afternoon
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Summary
 MINERvA has produced many interesting and 

impactful results using it’s low energy dataset.
 The ME dataset provides a much larger 

exposure to explore nuclear target dependence 
for a variety of interactions
 Pion production on various nuclear targets
 Transverse variables on various nuclear targets
 Investigating the “EMC” effect and shadowing 

phenomena
 Expanded kinematic reach
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